EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY OR
CO-EVOLUTIONARY INTERFUSION?
Are we too stupid for the development of an Inclusive-Fitness?

Several times I wrote that we presumably live in a time which is characterized by "the GreatQuake". That means: We shape our present and our future as a transition from the principle
of certainty (Truth by Science and Intelligence) to the principle of a productive uncertainty
(Contingency and Co-Evolution). This transition can be interpreted as the beginning of our
human evolution into the 2nd Axial-Age.
It might be that we are about to spiritually-culturally neglect this epochal transition. Two
quotations for this:
"The storm is so violent
that we no longer can afford
the luxury of a navigational error."
Michel Serres
"Hermes IV" / 1993
"The Fate of Humanity
will be determined in the 21st Century".
Johannes Krause
Thomas Trappe
"Hybris. Die Reise der
Menschheit" / 2021
This "Great-Quake" has been going on since the beginning of the 90s of the last century. In
other words, three decades already.
But what have we been doing in the meantime to accept and shape this Transition from the
1st Axial-Age axis time to the coming 2nd Axial-Age?
Not all that much. We have developed Internet 1 and 2 (and are in the process of developing
Internet 3). And we have social media with several billion users worldwide. And we have the
Evolution of Social Media into the
Metaverse
since 2021.
For both Internet 3 and Social Media, and for the new "Metaverse" vision, Mark Zuckerberg is
the key enabler ... accompanied by the ambitions of AGI / AI and the Cyborg-Mission.
The question is: will these innovations be enough to be able to organize a positive Fate for
us as Humanity? My answer is a distinct no.
Why not?
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We take for granted that humanity will only get a better Fate if it can create better futures
through better intelligence. So ... to stay with Michel Serres ... the formation of a better
intelligence (as a navigational instrument) is supposed to be the prerequisite for a better
Fate. As a sketch:
EVOLUTIONARY FITNESS
better
Intelligence

better
Futures

better
Fate

I call this model ... which is typical for the 2nd Axial-Age ...
the Conception of
evolutionary Fitness.
But one can doubt whether this model, which is very clearly based on the shaping power of
better-knowledge, will be able to grasp the quality of humanity ... that is, our own humanness
... as a prerequisite for a better Fate. As a sketch:
CO-EVOLUTIONARY FITNESS
better
Humanness

better
Futures

better
Fate

I call this model, which I consider will be typical of the coming 2nd Axial-Age
the Conception of
co-evolutionary Fitness ...
the Inclusive-Fitness.
Intelligence as a navigation system for finding better futures. That is the current dominant
model of evolutionary Fitness. This is the present scheme that is now failing more and more.
The unfolding of a still hidden Quality of Humanness for inventing better Futures. This is the
Alternative: Co-evolutionary Fitness ... the Breakthrough to Inclusive-Fitness. Here's an
overview:
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Under evolutionary Fitness, it is assumed that better Humanness is more or less
automatically the result of a better Fate:
Humanness follows Fate.
On that basis, Knowledge (Cognition) and Education become important strategic Factors.
In co-evolutionary Fitness, better Humanness is no longer conceived as a Resultant, but as
the Causative. Thus, the question becomes relevant what might be able
to make us Humans
more humane.
Intelligence or digital "Hyper-Intelligence" (as Cyborg-Vision), as it is propagated among
others by James Lovelock (Gaya-Hypothesis), does not automatically make us Humans
more humane. There are many people who are very intelligent, and yet behave very
inhumanly.
What we lack is that "raw material" which we need to be able to increase and improve our
Humanness. What could that "raw material" be? Response:
We will become more humane
if we invent the "Nagual".
Well, "Invention" is pretty much the opposite of intellectual cognition.
Cognition follows the credo "Fitness by Truth" and "Truth forms Intelligence". Invention
follows the credo "Inclusive-Fitness by Invention."
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Invention. There is something arbitrary about it. Different from Cognition, Truth. It has the
aura and authority of scientific reliability.
What is to be invented? Answer: The Nagual ... i.e.
the Now-of-Creation.
Immediately the question comes up: How can one invent a "Now"? And at the same time a
Now which belongs to Creation ... thus not to us Humans and our World.
The answer is actually simple and at the same time irritating:


We don't need to invent the Nagual because we already possess it.
It is in our I.



We only have no mental access to this Nagual in our I, because we
all have completed the 1st Defluence ... and that in the time span
between Birth and Puberty.
Through the 1st Defluence we have
lost the Access to our own Nagual.



So what we have to invent is the Access to our own Nagual ... that
is to say to what has been lost in the 1st Defluence:
Basically, we only need to
invent our "Coming Home".



The necessary Invention for this is
the 2nd Defluence.



The basis for it is the Metaverse. Without the Metaverse with its
Reality-Mix
... i.e. VR, AR and immersion ... we would not be able to organize
the 2nd Defluence in such a way that it works ... with billions of
people.

If we don't get the Nagual (2nd Defluence) and make it successfully happening , we won't get
positive Futures ... no better Fate.
We will decide what kind of Fate we create in the next 80 years. As Johannes Krause (Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig) points out, the long evolutionary
development of being human has always been a journey that we had shaped between
"departure and failure" and that we now have to shape all the more. Krause writes:
"The journey of
humanity will continue.
We will come up against borders.
And not accept these borders.
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We are not made for that."
The current Great-Quake is that border. It is the border of our "fitness by intelligence"
strategy. It is the old strategy of evolution. This strategy, which is part of the 1 st Axial-Age, is
beginning to become more and more harmful. Why? Because what we call "our reality" has
changed drastically ... and this in the last 30 years ... i.e. in those years that we have
neglected it "spiritually-evolutionarily":


The Futures 2 / 3 is the "Today" of Mankind.



These Futures 2 / 3 cannot be formed by "Fitness by Intelligence",
because it is a question of creating those probabilities which are
intellectually not plannable.



No intelligence in the world can plan the unplannable.

When traveling as travelers of our own Fate, we should be intellectually honest enough to
accept that we alone decide the quality of that Fate:
We alone decide our Fate.
Neither a god nor coincidence.
One of the causes of the enormous (and destructive) refusal to accept this principled
responsibility of Fate is the biological-cultural background of mankind. The fact that the
democracies, which are based on the western values, have been drifting so violently for
about two decades into
a hysterized reason and a repressive ethics ideology
... which permanently reinforces the division of the society ... has its cause also in this refusal
practice:
We do not want to acknowledge
that the connection between
knowing better and
shaping the future has reached its end.
We refuse to face
the Fate that we are shaping.
Thus we come to the crucial question:
What spiritual concept could
enable us as Humanity to take
principled Responsibility for our Fate?
The following questions arise:


Will we understand this responsibility for what it is in its essence,
namely the beginning of a new Quality of our Self-Empowerment?



Will we understand how much the Betterment of our Humanity is
connected to the beginning of this Self-Empowerment?
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Will we realize in this context how important the Nagual (the Now-ofCreation) is, because only the nagual Self-Love (2nd Defluence) can
give us that Dignity which we need as a Basis for this SelfEmpowerment?



Will the Improvement of our Intelligence (Fitness) through AGI and
Cyborgs lead us to the following 4 Factors ...

1.- Responsibility for our Fate as a Task
2.- Self-Empowerment as Basis
3.- Dignity (Nagual Self-Love as Basis)
4.- better Humanness as a Goal
... or do we need the Hyperverse and Woke for that ... as a way to Inclusive-Fitness?
Ultimately, the question here is:
Do we want Fitness or
do we want Inclusive-Fitness?
What is better for us as Humanity ...
better for creating a better Fate?
The following overview attempts to find an answer here:
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Evolution on the basis of Better-Knowledge (1st Reality-Generator) is applied strategy.
Strategy is "the assignment of plans to expectable or desired futures" (O. W. Haseloff). But in
this context:
The Predictability (Predictions) of Futures gets worse and worse, the more the Better-Making
of our Futures shifts into the Field of the Unknown (Future 2) and into the Field of the
Improbable (Future 3). Conclusion:
The attractor of
Better-Knowledge fails
if we are forced
to create futures 2 and 3 already today.
It follows that the 1st Reality-Generator, with which we primarily shape "the today of our
world", becomes more and more dysfunctional ... and thus also the so far so successful
concepts of "Fitness by Truth" and "Fitness beats Truth" (Donald D. Hoffman). This
Perspective necessitates a Change in Methods:
from Strategy
to Interfusion.
Strategy requires Certainty (Clarity) of Futures. But as Certainty erodes more and more, we
will have to change to the following Approach:
We need the
Cooperation with the Unknown,
which we call "Creation".
This is Co-Evolution. So it is about the Transition from Evolution (1st Axial-Age) to CoEvolution (2nd Axial-Age). This matches what is addressed in the quotes from Serres and
Krause listed at the beginning of this article:
We only have limited Time left
to make the Shift from
Fitness to Inclusive-Fitness ...
the Shift from Evolution to Co-Evolution.
Why are we oversleeping this Change? What is the reason that our Society cannot organize
an aggressive and public "Yes" to the Transition from Evolution to Co-Evolution? There are
certainly numerous reasons. But it could be that the established Privileges of Power play a
Role here. As a sketch:
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At the moment, the intellectual elite in Western democracies favors the idea of making our
intelligence more intelligent. There are not too many concepts for this idea.
For a while, they relied on combining popular science with better methods of learning
(keyword: better schools) combined with a democratization of scientific knowledge.
This did not yield much (probably also because the elite clings to transforming knowledge
ownership into prestige and income). For some years now, there has been an increasing
focus on AI and on AGI, as well as on the long-term Cyborg-Vision (keywords: HyperIntelligence and Post-Humanism). Accordingly, one can observe the following models:
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In the old model, the strategy of evolution through the development of hyper-intelligence ...
based on AGI and cyborg ... is advanced to the strategy of
Evolution 2.0.
So: continue as usual, but even more intelligent.
In the upcoming Model, the Strategy of Evolution ... based on the 1st Reality-Generator and
the Power of Better-Knowledge based on it ... is defeated, in favor of Co-Evolution. The
following overview describes that:
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If one bets on Evolution 2.0 ... i.e. on the Hyper-Intelligence of AGI and Cyborg ..., an
intensive Secularization (Tonalization) of our World will result. This means:
Intelligence degrades the Humane.
If, on the other hand, one banks on Co-Evolution, one is forced to make the Betterment of
our Humanness the central Attractor: Humanness becomes the Key to Co-Evolution,
So it's about improving our Humanness. But:
AGI-Machines and Cyborgs
are not able to
improve our Humanness.
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On the contrary, AGI machines and cyborgs will further strengthen the already dominant
"Society of Coercion". So they are the opposite of the current Woke initiatives. AGI-Machines
and Cyborgs prevent the Unfolding of the Dignity of Man and the Self-Empowerment of
Humanity based on it. As a motto:
Without Dignity,
no Self-Empowerment.
Without Self-Empowerment
no Co-Evolution.
Without Co-Evolution
no "Shared-Nagual".
Without "Shared-Nagual"
no Inclusive-Fitness.
What is "Shared-Nagual"? Simply put, "Shared-Nagual" is the Integration of the human Mind
(Consciousness of Something) into the Third. And the Third is the Border between the
following areas of the Spirit:
THE THIRD AS THE FOUNDATION FOR CO-EVOLUTION
C
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B
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Nagual = the Now-of-Creation
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What is ANC? It is the representative of the Nagual, which is present in the I of every human
being. It is a kind of "agent" that helps the human-worldly consciousness to be able to
recognize and walk the way of the I to the "Coming Home".
So, if we want to make our Humanness more human, we need the care and help of the ANC.
Once the worldly I (1st Defluence) has been made capable (2nd Defluence) to love its own
Nagual,
the Competence of the I
for "Shared-Nagual" arises.
A Nagual-I emerges, which loves the We-All-Nagual of Humanity (this is the Core-Substance
of Woke). And this We-All-Nagual empowers itself for Nagual-Love.
It is that awakened Nagual-Love, that makes the "Shared-Nagual" the Instrument of CoEvolution and Inclusive-Fitness ... making it a Fitness,


free from Power and
Suppression



that is free from the
biological-cultural
background of our human
development.

Shared-Nagual occurs when the Mind (Consciousness of Something) integrates into the
Third. For this to happen, we will have to invent the Nagual, i.e. the Unmarked-Space). Since
the Third is the Mediating-Zone between the Marked- and the Unmarked-Space ... thus
the Space of Nowness
... we will be forced to invent the Unmarked-Space ... thus the Nagual .... It follows:
If we do not empower ourselves
to invent the Unmarked-Space of the Nagual,
we will become mentally incapable
of developing our Inclusive Fitness.
But it also follows that:
AGI-Machines and Cyborgs
will principally not be able
to develop our
human Consciousness (Mind)
into the Third.
On the contrary: the production of a Hyper-Intelligence based on AGI will reinforce the
Border ... that is the Zone between Marked-Space (Tonal) and Unmarked-Space (Nagual) ...
in such a way that the human Spirit (Mind) will not get the possibility to integrate into this
Zone of the Third. This means:
The more dominant AGI and Cyborgs
shape and characterize the
collective Spirit of our culture,
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the less Inclusive-Fitness and
Co-Evolution we will be able
to develop and to accomplish.
It follows:
The Third
is mentally
superior to
the Cyborgs.

If we want to make the Third the Instrument of our Co-Evolution, we will have to invent
mental Systems that make the Third the Home of our Consciousness. The Hyperverse could
be such a System. Why? Because the Hyperverse makes our Humanness more human. And
this "more" of lived Humanness is the Key that allows the human Spirit to open the Gate to
the Third.
As a final conclusion:
The Realization of the Cyborg-Vision
will establish a "Society of Coercion 2.0."
The Realization of the Cyborg-Vision
will marginalize
the superior Intelligence of the Third.
Without the emergent
Creativity of the Third,
we will not be able
to develop Inclusive-Fitness.
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